Hidden oscillations in generalized linear mammaillary compartmental models.
Oscillations due to complex eigenvalues, known to exist but difficult to detect, are sometimes totally hidden in the output of compartmental models, i.e., none of their modes appear in the output. An example is constructed of a class of linear compartmental models with complex eigenvalues, which have oscillating modes appearing in the output for some single-pool-input/single-pool-output (SpISpO) configurations, while for other such configurations all oscillations are totally hidden in the output. To generate the example, generalized mammillary compartmental models are defined in which a central pool exchanges with peripheral submodels called clusters, through individual connector pools, and their transfer functions are calculated corresponding to all SpISpO configurations. When such a model is repetitive, i.e., when it has identical peripheral clusters, and the input or the output is in the central pool, then it is zero-state equivalent, up to a multiplicative constant, with a reduced model having one peripheral cluster only. We analyze the visibility of an eigenvalue, i.e., whether or not the modes associated with it appear in the output, for repetitive generalized mammillary models. Sufficient conditions are given for such models to have oscillating modes appearing in the impulse response for some input/output configurations, while for other such configurations all oscillations are totally hidden, i.e., none appear in the output. A particularly interesting example is presented of a class of linear models with complex eigenvalues satisfying these conditions. This class has the structure of nonlinear models used to describe the process of protein synthesis and turnover.